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This is very much a bitter-sweet edition of Tiger News as it includes photos and news of the
recent happy reunion at Stratford but also news of the loss of so many Tigers since the last
issue, Tigers who served during World War Two days, the Meteor days, the Hunter days, the
Lightning days and a Tiger from the Phantom era. Fine Tigers every one of them, sadly missed.
2017 marks the 100th Anniversary of No 74 Squadron. As our numbers dwindle this may be the
last opportunity for a full scale gathering of Tigers and so our Chairman Dick Northcote has
written to all our members.

Tigers,
On 1st of July 1917 No 74 Squadron was formed.
In 2017 we have a one-time only opportunity to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the formation
of our squadron and the achievements of the men
and women who made the 'Tigers' one of the most
famous of Royal Air Force squadrons.
The Squadron Association will be celebrating at a
100th Anniversary Dinner at the Falcon Hotel in Stratford Upon Avon on 4th
March 2017. We will make this an occasion to remember and it will be made all
the better if we can welcome as many of you as possible on the night.
Bob, our secretary, will issue full details in the coming months but in the
meantime please mark the date in your diaries and spread the word among all ex
Tiger members. Look forward to seeing you all there.
Dick Northcote
Chairman
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For No Reason........

.....other than the fact that we don't often have the chance to include a colour photograph of the
squadron's Meteors. This was taken at Brustem in Belgium, date unknown. Nice picture!

Farewells
Ted Mansfield
This is Ted's son Brian Mansfield's tribute to his father who
died in November last year, with special reference to his RAF
career. Ted, as you will see, was an exceptionally brave man
and a Tiger through and through.
Edward J Mansfield was born in Staines, Middlesex on 25th
March 1921, the eldest of three children. His father had
joined the Royal Flying Corps so Ted grew up on various RAF
Stations in Norfolk, Hertfordshire and Hampshire until his
father got a posting to Egypt for three years and Ted, his
mother, brother and sister sailed out to join him. On their
return to England Ted's father was posted to Worth Down
near Winchester. Ted became friendly with a local shepherd
who taught him to send the dogs out to round up the sheep and
how to skin and gut a rabbit, a good dinner in those days.
At 14½ Ted left school and worked at Sloane Gate Mansions in Belgravia as a page boy, sweeping stairs,
polishing brass, carrying shopping in and anything else that needed doing. After a year Ted became fed up with
this and took a job as a barrow boy at Peter Jones Department Store in Sloane Square, where his job was to
take customer's purchases to the basement for delivery. This was a much better job and Ted started to make
friends.
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At 16½ Ted's father said he should join the RAF as a boy entrant armourer. Ted really wanted to be a
photographer but his father said 'ARMOURER' and that was that! So, in October 1937 Ted joined the RAF,
did a year’s training as an armourer and was posted to RAF Feltwell in Norfolk. After the outbreak of war he
was posted to a Wellington bomber squadron at Bassingbourne where he cleaned and inspected the guns and
turrets and flew on post maintenance test flights.
Ted was a survivor of the sinking of HMT Lancastria by German bombers on 17th June 1940 which was
reported as the biggest sea disaster of the war. He was also an active member of the Lancastria Association
and marched proudly to the Cenotaph with fellow Lancastria survivors on Armistice Day.
The following excerpts from Ted's memoirs emphasise what a brave man he was:

In January 1940, I was 19 years old and volunteered to join the British Expeditionary Force and was
posted to Chalons-Sur-Marne in France, later being posted to H.Q. BEF east of Paris.
The German advance in the spring of 1940 pushed the BEF towards the coast, Ted's unit was too far south to
make it back to Dunkirk so they headed for St. Nazaire where ships were waiting to evacuate them.

On the 16th June 1940 we moved down to the docks at St. Nazaire and slept on the ground under
the eaves of a warehouse. All night the ack-ack guns were firing and shrapnel was raining down on
the warehouse roof.
On the 17th June 1940 the evacuation from St. Nazaire began and I embarked on a small lifeboat to
be taken out to the Lancastria, one of two liners anchored about 10 miles out, sent to take us
home. The men on board were mostly army: I had already lost touch with the rest of my mates.
At about 4pm there was a loud explosion which rocked the ship: we’d been hit. Everyone started
making for the stairs to get up on deck. The ship rolled first to port then to starboard then back to
port and settled. Alarm bells started ringing and the call came over the loud speaker system
'Abandon Ship' as she started to sink. Someone called out 'help me!' and because of the angle of
the ship the chap couldn’t reach the stairs so six or so of us linked hands and pulled him to safety. I
made my way to the starboard side as by this time her port side was under the water. German
bombers came over, machine gunning the hundreds of men in the water who were already fighting
for their lives in the thick oily water. Lancastria was sinking fast and so I decided it was time to get
off. I took my boots off and tied them together and hung them over the rails – I'm not sure why! As
I walked down the side of the ship and into the sea I could see men through the portholes but was
unable to help them in any way knowing that they were soon to perish.
As I was swimming away 4 or 5 older men in life-jackets called out for help. I made them lie on
their backs and hold onto one another and I towed them to a capsized lifeboat. I climbed on top
and saw a launch from the Lancastria floating empty about 200 yards away. Knowing I was a good
swimmer I dived in and set off towards the launch. Eventually a lifeboat with two army lads and a
sailor came towards us and tied the boats together and set off picking men out of the sea and
headed towards HMS Highlander which had been sent to escort the liners home. Instead she was
now a rescue ship. I was covered in thick oil and only had my shirt on having taken my trousers off
so I could swim better. I was given a duffle coat to cover up and a big mug of hot tea.
We watched as the Lancastria took 20 minutes to sink before its final plunge to the bottom of the
sea.
The Highlander was overloaded with survivors and so those not wounded were transferred to the
Oronsay. A plank was put between the two ships and when told we had to run across but some fell
between the two ships and were killed. When it was my turn the men on Oronsay shouted 'now!'
and I ran like a bullet out of a gun. Once on board I was given a mug of tea and a big corned beef
sandwich.
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We set sail for England, sailing all night and docked in Plymouth on the afternoon of 18 th June 1940.
During the journey an army chap saw we didn't have much clothing and ran a mock auction giving
his own clothes away, so I ended up with an army shirt, a cook's black and white trousers and a pair
of army socks with my duffle coat from the Highlander. I was to learn later that there were about
9,000 men, women and children on-board the Lancastria and 4,000 lost their lives.
After 3 weeks survivors' leave Ted was posted to RAF Cardington, where he was promoted to corporal and
taught new recruits how to fire a rifle. But after requesting an operational unit Ted was posted, in January
1941, to No. 74 Tiger Squadron flying Spitfires at RAF Biggin Hill. The squadron moved around England and
Northern Ireland before being kitted out with tropical gear and sent to the Middle East for 2 years, returning
to the UK in 1944 for D-Day.

Taken at the Reunion in 2007, four veteran Tigers. From left to right John Freeborn, Doug Tidy, Derek
Morris and Ted Mansfield. Alas none of these fine old gentlemen are any longer with us.
Throughout 1944 and 1945 Ted worked on Mosquitos of different squadrons at RAF Hunsden where he met
and married Joan on 13th December 1944. In August 1945 he was sent to an airfield on the Belgian/French
border, later moving up into Holland where he saw VE Day in. Ted was then promoted to sergeant and with his
squadron was moved to Germany where he stayed for 2½ years and was accompanied by Joan. They lived in a
maisonette which had been commandeered from a German family, but even then Ted’s good nature shone
through and they allowed the German family to live in the attic which was like a small flat.
In December 1947 Ted was posted to a bomb disposal unit and Joan returned to England, but after a couple of
months Ted was again posted, this time to Hamburg where he stayed until being discharged in March 1948.
There was not a lot of call for armourers in civvy street and so, in January 1949, Ted took a job at Standens
Agricultural Engineers in St. Ives as a paint sprayer. In November 1956 he applied for and got the job as a
civilian driver at RAF Wyton working mainly refuelling aircraft but also carrying out many other driving roles,
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including being selected from 400 applicants to drive trucks for the British Embassy and British Consulate in
Turkey. On returning to RAF Wyton Ted's common sense, understanding and charm served him well and he was
made foreman of the M/T section.
Ted retired on his 65th birthday on the 25th March 1986.
For those who were fortunate enough to know Ted they discovered a lovely, friendly man, a real gentleman,
with sparkly blue eyes and a quick smile which won people's hearts immediately. He was always quick to lend a
hand to help his friends and neighbours and was loved by everyone. He was Standard Bearer for the British
Legion for many years and proudly marched leading the parade on Armistice Day each year after he found it
too difficult to travel to the Cenotaph in London. He also made the pilgrimage to St. Nazaire for many years,
to remember the 4,000 that didn’t make it back from the sinking of the Lancastria.
Teds willingness to learn carried on throughout his life as he mastered computers - even Windows 10!! printers and scanners, digital cameras and mobile phones and loved his Kindle.

Harold Jennings
I have just learned that Harold Jennings, known to all as Ray, passed away in August 2014 at the age of 79. Ray
was a Tiger between 1958 and 1963 at RAF Horsham St Faith and RAF Coltishall as an Instrument Fitter and
Squadron Driver. He spent 16 years in the RAF inclusive of Boy Entrant training, having joined in January 1950.
His service took him to RAF Kinloss (Shackletons), RAF Khormaskar Aden (Vampires, Venoms and Lincolns) and
Biggin Hill (Hunters) and then after 74 to RAF Leuchars and RAF Newton.

Allan Coleman passed away July 2016 in Kilmore, Victoria, Australia where he has lived for many years. Allan
was a Tiger from April 1954 until May 1956 as an armourer.

Bob Proctor was a corporal on 74 at Tengah 1969-1971. Ray Jones has discovered that Bob died about two
years ago. Although not an Association member Bob will be remembered by some of his Tengah Tiger colleagues.

Tony Pickering was not a Tiger but during the Battle of Britain he knew many of 74's pilots. He joined us
for a couple of reunions at one of which he was our after dinner speaker.

Louis McQuade.
Russ Allchorne writes a moving tribute to his friend and fellow Tiger,
Louis McQuade, who died suddenly on the 26th September 2015.

The Tiger fraternity has lost one of its most enigmatic, talented and loyal
fighter pilots. Louis McQuade was lost to us suddenly following a fatal
heart attack that none of us saw coming. Louis was born on the 5th
September 1954 in Scotland. The eldest of six children, he travelled
extensively with his parents and spent the majority of his formative years in
Kenya. Louis studied Humanities at university and was apparently the only
child to send money back to his parents whilst he was there! Following
university Louis joined the RAF and embarked on the career that would
define his life and character. During his initial flying training, many of you
who followed the BBC ‘Fighter Pilot’ series in the early eighties will have
seen Louis feature as he was part of the same pilot course as the pilots
under the BBC spotlight. During his time at Basic Flying Training at RAF
Linton-on-Ouse it was rumoured that Louis managed to get himself banned
from every Chinese restaurant in York for complaining about the food in
one of the establishments! A taste of things to come maybe of Louis’
endearing character? However, Louis successfully graduated to the frontline and was posted to the F-4 Phantom on 111 Squadron at RAF Leuchars. After Leuchars and successful completion
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of the F4 Qualified Weapons Instructor course, Louis was posted to the newly formed 74(F) Tiger Squadron, flying
the F-4J at RAF Wattisham. Louis was a passionate Tiger and stood out as one that epitomised the ‘Tiger’ spirit. This
was without doubt one of Louis’ finest tours of duty and defined his reputation as an officer, gentleman and an
accomplished fighter pilot, a reputation that earned him selection for an exchange tour with the United States
Marine Corps flying the F-18 Hornet in Hawaii after he finished on 74. Louis’ time on the F-18 was notable for two
main reasons: he saw active duty in combat in the first Gulf War and after returning from the war had to eject from
an F-18 over the Pacific Ocean during a combat training mission. Both of these events were just seen as normal
experiences for a seasoned fighter pilot as far as Louis was concerned.

At San Diego with a newly refurbished F-4J prior to the Tiger Trails back to RAF Wattisham.
Left to right: Louis McQuade, Selwyn Rodda, Jeff Yapp, Merv Paine, Ian Morrison and Noddy Marrison

On his return to the UK as a Squadron Leader Louis was posted to the Tornado F3 Operational Evaluation Unit (OEU)
back at RAF Coningsby. It is fair to say that Louis’ never warmed to the Tornado - who could? - and so his time on
the OEU was characterised by mild frustration. That said, his professional outlook on all that he undertook never
allowed his performance to diminish and he gave his all to the tasks that the OEU had to deliver upon.
With few operational options left for the RAF to offer Louis following his OEU tour and with the threat of being tied
to a desk in a headquarters somewhere becoming more and more of a concern, Louis took the only sensible option
left to him if he wanted to continue to fly and so he retired from the RAF to pursue his second aviation career in the
commercial aviation sector. He started off by joining Airtours flying the MD-80 out of Manchester but was then soon
recruited by Cathay Pacific Airways where he remained until he retired, flying the Boeing 747-400 and then the
Boeing 777 out of Heathrow and then Hong Kong. It was during this period of his life that Louis also formed a close
friendship with Matt Potulski, of Hawker Hunter Aviation. Here Louis was able to keep his hand in flying Hunter jets
in his spare time, not only as part of the company’s contracted work but also on the display circuit around the UK
and Europe.
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Left. Louis, Steve Smyth and Ned Kelly (with a special -ersmile for the camera!)

Louis remained with Cathay Pacific until one morning in 2013 when
he suffered a series of near fatal heart attacks after a long tour
away. Luckily he had just arrived home and so was surrounded by
capable medical teams that could give him the attention he
required. Regrettably Louis’ condition following this event meant
that he lost his aircrew medical and so could no longer fly. He retired
from Cathay Pacific shortly afterwards.
After 18 months convalescing Louis returned to aviation, but this
time as a ground school instructor at RAF Cranwell teaching avionics,
performance and other technical subjects to multi-engine pilot
students on No 45 Squadron. Again, in only a very short period of
time, he became highly respected as an individual, an aviator and an
all-round professional, a trait that he had never lost throughout his
entire professional aviation career.
Below. Louis - First Officer on a Boeing 747-400.

Louis always lived life to the full and it is fair to say that he achieved everything he set out to do in the time that he
had. There are countless stories of Louis’ more humorous traits, from jumping through first storey bedroom
windows in order to scare a couple that were trying to have a peaceful weekend away, to falling asleep at a Tjunction in his car (some years ago) due to being just a little bit too overcome by the influences of the drink that
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night, or to becoming completely and utterly comatose on over-proof rum at his niece’s wedding in the Highlands of
Scotland and not fully recovering until back at home in Lincolnshire some two days later!
Louis was always an incredibly determined man. He didn’t do things because it was easy, he did them because he
thought it was the right thing to do. Even from his early school days he apparently had always set his own standards
and gone his own way. An old school friend of Louis’ once said: 'while [he was] never part of the 'In crowd' that
never bothered Louis. Strong willed and single-minded, he marched to the beat of his own drum, which was why, as I
told him, it was no surprise to me that he achieved all his childhood ambitions and, as I have learned, he was such an
outstanding pilot.'
Louis has left behind so many good friends and so many great memories. He leaves his wife Penny, an ex-RAF ATC
Officer, whom he met whilst flying Phantoms in the Falkland Islands, three children - Louis Jnr. (now a student pilot
in the RAF), Philip and Megan, a docile Springer Spaniel called ‘Charlie’ and a psychotic cat called ‘Gerard’. He was
always generous to a fault despite his dour Scottish character, loyal, a true friend to all that knew him, a
consummate professional and an inspiration to others below him.
Philip, Louis’ youngest son, asked him whether after cheating death quite so spectacularly the first time he had
added anything to his ‘bucket list’ for the future. To travel more extensively? To see his grandchildren? Or to get
involved more in politics….God forbid? His answer was that he had not: he had done everything he ever set out to
achieve, there were no places he wanted to see that he hadn’t already seen, no beer he hadn’t already abused, no
aircraft he wanted to fly that he hadn’t already flown (he did have ambitions to fly a Spitfire but after nearly breaking
a Mustang that put paid to that for him) and no more ATC personnel left that he had not already annoyed. Philip
asked him if he ever wanted to see him or his grandchildren graduate from any of the military academies. Louis
replied that he already knew Philip would get there someday if he tried his best. And as for grandchildren, he knew
Philip, Louis and Meg as kids and so why the hell he would want to go through that again was beyond him? Louis
made it clear that if he died right now he would be happy. The fact he said that he had 'lived a great life and if he
were to go, it would be as a happy man' has made Louis’ passing so much easier for all of those that knew him.
If Louis could see us all now he would simply say 'I don’t know what you’re all so sad about, I’m perfectly happy up
here!' He will be sorely missed but never ever forgotten. Tiger, Tiger, Tiger!

Louis seen here with a (bemused) American F-18 pilot whilst on exchange in Hawaii.
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Ray Morrell
Ray passed away on 27th November. He was born in
Rochford on the 24th August 1933 and he spent his
first five years in Southend before the returning
German aircraft, dropping their unused bombs in the
area after hitting London, forced the family to
relocate to Bournemouth. Ray was good at his studies
and after recording the top 11 plus score in the area,
was offered a scholarship at Canford Public School. On
leaving at the age of 16 he joined Lloyds Bank where he
worked for two years until his call up for National
Service. Ray entered the RAF, travelling to East Anglia
to join his unit. On arrival the Sergeant Major
welcomed the new recruits with a few barked
commands before ordering all those who had attended
Public School to one end of the room. Based on this
selection criteria alone he was chosen to receive flight
training.
Ray met his wife to be Gill at a dance in Market
Drayton, close to Tern Hill where he was then
stationed. He was posted to several locations around
the UK and so Ray and Gill were often separated. In
contrast to the ease of communications we all now take for granted, the two arranged by letter to telephone at
specific phone boxes at pre-set times. They were married in Market Drayton 1956.
Ray at the age of 18 just after he had completed
his first solo flight in a Tiger Moth.

Ray had joined 74 Squadron at RAF
Horsham St Faith in 1953, flying
Meteors. He left the RAF in January
1956 after completing his National
Service. When he left he was given
£360 and he used this to gain his
licence to fly commercial aircraft.
However there was little work in the
UK and so he and Gill went to West
Africa where Ray spent five years
working for West African Airways.
Back in the UK Ray began a 25 year
career with British European Airways,
later British Airways. He retired from
BA, aged 55, in 1998 but didn't feel
ready to stop flying and so took up a
position in the United Arab Emirates,
flying a private jet for the Sheik of
Sharjha for two years, after which he
returned to the UK and hung up his wings.

Ray and his wife Gill at the 2003 Reunion

Ray and Gill were devoted to each other and were the perfect match, being married for nearly 60 years when
Ray died.
With thanks to Ray's sons, David and Phillip.
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Air Vice Marshal John Howe
It would take a book to recount the life
of John Howe who died on January 27th
at the age of 85, and indeed such a book
has been written, 'Upward and Onward'.
These two words describe so well
John's long and distinguished career
which we can only touch upon here. But
we do have a fine photographic archive
in the Association covering John's two
years as CO of 74 Squadron, bringing
the Lightning into operational service
with the RAF in 1960 and 1961 and some
are included below. But first a few
words.
Born in South Africa, John's military
flying career began with the South
African Air Force. He learned to fly on
Tiger Moths, then progressed to Harvards and Spitfire IXs. Aged just 21 and only a year after gaining his
wings, John was in Korea flying Mustangs on low level strike missions. He was subsequently seconded to the US
Army as a Forward Air Controller. After the war and dissatisfied with the political situation in South Africa in
1954 he resigned his commission with the SAAF having decided to pursue a career with the RAF and he moved
to Britain. Over the following six years John was promoted from Flying Officer to Squadron Leader and served
at CFS Little Rissington, No 4 FTS at Middleton St George and 229 OCU at Chivenor before joining 222
Squadron. at Leuchars flying Hawker Hunters. He had only been there six months when, thanks to his
experience as an FAC in Korea, he was seconded to 40 Commando Royal Marines, also as an FAC, and landed on
the beaches at Suez with them. That war was quickly over and back in the UK he moved from 222 to 43
Squadron, also at Leuchars. In June 1959 he was posted to a No 5 Day Fighter Combat School course at West
Raynham and it was whilst there that he met his wife-to-be Annabelle and soon after they were married.
John, who was revelling in all the flying he was getting in the RAF, was given command of 74 Squadron in
February 1960 which was at the time transitioning from the Hunter F.6 to Lightning F.1 at RAF Coltishall. The
Lightning represented a quantum leap in capability which gave John what he always said afterwards was the
'greatest flying thrill of his life' although introducing the aircraft into operational service was a huge
challenge. On 74 he was much loved and respected by all his men and at the same time Annabelle slotted
seamlessly into the role of the Boss's wife.
One of John's enduring legacies from his time at Coltishall was the pivotal role he played in founding what was
to become the NATO Tiger Association. On 25th November 1961 five members of the USAF's 79th Tactical
Fighter Squadron were guests of honour in the Officers' Mess. John was fully aware of the 79th, the
American Tiger Squadron, for they were based only an hour's drive down the road at RAF Woodbridge - indeed
the first contacts with them had been made a few years before John's arrival as CO. What made the 79th's
proximity particularly significant for John was the fact that the squadron was commanded by Lt Col Ed
Rackham, an old colleague from Korea. Keen to show off his new Lightnings John and some of his squadron flew
down to Woodbridge. Legend has it that at the end of a very successful party Lieutenants Mike Dugan and
Merril McPeak of the 79th - both of whom went on to be USAF Chiefs of Staff - were instructed to find a
French Air Force Tiger squadron to join them for a further operational and social get together. A directive had
just gone out from C-in-C US European Command that every opportunity should be taken to further
professional and social relationships between the two countries and with the RAF participating as well here was
an ideal opportunity to do so. EC1/12 at Cambrai was the French tiger squadron that Dugan and McPeak
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identified and the first ever Tiger Meet was held on 19th July 1961 at Woodbridge with 74's Lightnings, the
79th's F-100 Super Sabres and EC1/12's Dassault Mysteres. Thus was born the NATO Tiger Association which
still thrives today with 23 full members who participate in annual Tiger Meets throughout Europe, 10 honorary
members who sometimes attend in a non-operational capacity and 7 disbanded members, the latter including 74
of course.
It was with some sadness all round that John's leadership of the Tigers came to an end in December 1961 to
take up a three year desk job at HQ Fighter Command at Stanmore followed by a year at the RAF Staff
College at Bracknell. Promotion to Wing Commander preceded an exciting two year exchange with the USAF's
HQ Air Defense Command at Colorado Springs where he flew all the current Century Series fighters and the F4 Phantom. In the light of this experience, back in the UK he formed the first RAF Phantom unit at Coningsby,
being appointed CO of 228 OCU. In 1969 he joined the Central Tactics and Trials Organisation at Upavon.
Promotion to Group Captain was followed by a tour at the MoD as Deputy Director of Operational Requirements.
He was back to flying Lightnings when he was appointed station commander at RAF Gutersloh in January 1973
before returning to the UK and the Royal College of Defence Studies in January 1975. Later that year John
was at Bentley Priory as Group Captain Operations 11 Group. In April 1977 he became Commandant of the Royal
Observer Corps. Promotion to Air Vice Marshal in 1980 led to command of the Southern Maritime Region at
RAF Mount Batten and finally in August 1983 he was appointed the RAF's Director General of Security. John
retired from the Royal Air Force in November 1985 and became a sheep farmer in Norfolk, a role which he took
on with the same professional attention to detail that he had every aspect of his SAAF and RAF careers. As his
granddaughter Isla so delightfully put it in a poem she wrote for her beloved grandfather:
So peacefully you went,
Resting in your sleep,
You'll now be reunited,
With all those blasted sheep!
RIP John.
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Collage by Steve Hawker.
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting.
Saturday March 5th 2016
The Falcon Hotel, Stratford Upon Avon
Apologies were received from Nigel and Alison Champken-Woods, David and Jeanette Ketcher, Henry and
Rosemary Lether, John Loosemore, Josephine Smith, Derek Morter, John and Pat Atkinson, Simon Bostok, Colin
and Margaret Dawson, Mike and Colleen White, Ken and Sue Moore, Derek and Ruth Edwards, Pat Thurlow, Kev
Wooff, Chris Laidlaw Bell, Stan and Anne Ralph, Pete and Sue Shaw, Es George and Jon and Jo Mosen.
1. Dick welcomed all attending the AGM and Reunion Weekend.
2. The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed and accepted as proposed by Dave Roome and
seconded by Bill Maish. There were no matters arising not covered on the current agenda.
3. Treasurer's Report. This was presented by Rhod Smart.
4. Election of Officers. The committee assumed they would be asked to offer themselves for re-election
(!) and therefore will continue during 2016-2017 as currently i.e. Chairman Dick Northcote, Treasurer
Rhod Smart and Secretary Bob Cossey.
5. Website. Since John Crow's death the website has been run and maintained by David Jones. He has
been concerned for a while that the programme on which it was written is no longer supported and he
asked that we find a new webmaster who could rewrite the site on current (i.e. 2016) software and at
the same time upgrade and update its contents. The Association has been very fortunate in that Tony
Clay has agreed to do so. Tony is not an ex-Tiger but somebody who is very interested in the squadron
and its history so he is well qualified to take on the job. Members were shown the initial concept of the
new design and layout which met with approval. There is much work to be done but Tony will have the
site up and running as soon as he is able to. The committee's and member's thanks were offered to
David for looking after the website so successfully, despite the old technology, in the meantime
6. City of Norwich Aviation Museum
(CNAM). Members were not surprised
to hear that there has been yet
further delay in setting up our display
at CNAM at Horsham St Faith
(Norwich
Airport)
because
of
continuing uncertainty over the new
distributor road around the north of
Norwich which would greatly affect
the museum site. Plans to set up our
display last spring were once again put
on hold but we did get all the
memorabilia, prints, paintings etc
which potentially could be used to the
museum ready for when we could go
ahead. Display cases (donated by the
museum) and additional space has been identified within the main building and furthermore a Hunter
cockpit, converted into a simulator in 74's colours (above) has been acquired by the museum and that
will be an integral part of our display. This is in addition to the complete Hunter, also in 74's colours,
which the museum already has.
Members will recall that our original idea was to raise money to buy a 'hangarette' in which to place
this Hunter and tell 74's story by means of our memorabilia displayed around it. Our fundraising was
successful to the extent that, with thanks to members' generosity, we have banked over £8,000 as
reported elsewhere. Now, in order to expedite matters, we have devised an alternative plan with the
museum. They have a tea room which was put up as a 'temporary' structure over 20 years ago. We are
offering to donate £5,000 of our money towards a purpose built, architect designed, permanent
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building, in the form of a 74 Squadron crew room which would serve several purposes including giving
the museum a much needed modern visitor facility and give us even more space in which to display our
things. The museum are very keen on the idea and they have money they will put towards the project as
well: and furthermore there will in all probability be grants available from various other sources too.
The proposed schedule is to build at the end of the current summer season for it to be ready in the
spring of 2017, our 100th Anniversary year, and thus would be a very significant manner in which to
mark it.
And what of the distributor road? It is finally going ahead with all permissions gained and all funding
allocated. The route of the road has been marked out and it does indeed slice off a large corner of the
eastern side of the site and all the fighter aircraft are being moved to new and adjacent land to the
west of the site that has been allocated to the museum.. The road is very close but will be in a cutting
to help minimise disruption. The buildings will not have to be moved and that in itself is a big plus for
the museum who are accepting of the situation as it has now resolved itself and will take steps to
ensure that with the new land the site will be developed to visitors' advantage.
Members were asked to endorse the new plan and Cliff Spink proposed and Graham Clarke seconded
that it be so endorsed and members unanimously agreed.
7. 100th Anniversary 2017. Over the past 100 years there have been two squadron anniversary dates
celebrated. One assumes the genesis of the squadron in July 1917 when it was formed as a Training
Depot Squadron, the other assuming 1918, the year in which 74 first went into combat. The latter was
adopted in 1968, perhaps to coincide with the 50th anniversary of the foundation of the RAF, and was
then repeated on at least one occasion during the Wattisham era and indeed as the Association did
when celebrating the 90th anniversary. But 1917 is the correct date to adopt and accordingly the
Association will mark the 100th Anniversary of No 74 Squadron RAF next year. As Association numbers
inevitably decline there will be one last push for as large an attendance as possible. The Falcon will again
be the venue despite refurbishment work being carried out on the old, original part of the building. We
will make it a special event and to help make it more affordable will look at the possibility of subsidising
the cost of the dinner itself. Personal invitations will be posted to all members on the Association's
books and as much information will be included as possible about what is planned and importantly how
much it will cost and whether any help in that respect may be possible. We will set a budget for a
professional after dinner speaker if necessary but in the meantime ask members to contact the
committee if they have any suggestions, or know anybody, or have heard anybody who we might contact.
It was suggested that we look into the possibility of gaining sponsorship for the weekend: the
committee already has that in hand.
The committee may also look into an additional event during the course of the anniversary year e.g. a
drinks party at Bentley Priory, but that will depend on interest in such a thing.
8. RAF 100th Anniversary 2018. The committee will look into how we might celebrate the RAF's centenary
in 2018 but will defer doing so until our 100th has been planned.
Cliff Spink thanked the committee on behalf of the membership for all their efforts in arranging the
reunion and for the work done to keep the Association active. Date of Next Meeting 4th March 2017.

Photo Gallery - Reunion 2016 - with thanks to Jack Mellon and Jim Jolly
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Tiger Eyes!
Mike Shaw (left) & Bill Maish (below)

As you can see a very good time is had
by all. If you've never been to a
reunion but feel you would like to join
us for just one, then next year's 100th
Anniversary would be that one. Come
and enjoy the camaraderie and Tiger
spirit for yourselves!
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Our very special thanks go to David Rigg who spoke about his experiences in Afghanistan - totally
absorbing and a story of real determination and courage which we were privileged to share with him.

Tiger Print.
On display at the reunion was an original painting of F-4Js by Chris
French GAvA, commissioned by Graham Clarke. From this painting a
print (left) has been made and for Hansen Fine Art it has proved to
be the most successful aviation print they have produced. They are
still very much available so if you can find room on your wall or have a
convenient shed/aviation art gallery in your garden contact Hansen's
at www.hansenfineart.co.uk
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Tiger Painting
Graham brought the painting (entitled J-Birds - MDD Phantom F-4J - 74 Squadron) to Stratford for all to
enjoy and the photograph below shows the three Commanding Officers of the squadron who flew the type
before 74 transitioned to the Spey engined Phantom FGR2 - left to right, Group Captain Graham Clarke, Group
Captain Dick Northcote and Air Marshal Cliff Spink.

Graham brought one of the prints of the painting along too which all Phantom aircrew present signed. These
signatures will be added to next year and the print will ultimately be displayed in the proposed crew room at
the City of Norwich Aviation Museum as described in the AGM minutes in this edition.

Left to right: Tony Dixon, Stan Ralph,
Graham Clarke, Kev Wooff, Pete Shaw and
Rhod Smart.

Interlopers! Lightning boys Pete Johnson and
Matt Ford came to look at a real military jet!
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Tiger Model.

If a painting or print of an F-4J might not be enough, this splendid model by Nice Airplanes Limited
(www.niceairplanes.com) could be what you are looking for. A word of warning though - the model is over 16
inches long - but then again the bigger the better perhaps......

Message from Boz.

AVM Boz Robinson is still enjoying
life in Thailand. He writes: 'I attach
a photo of your vice-President
pretending to be a Harrier jockey
taken at Thai Air Force base Utah
Pao. Please note the squadron
markings on my car,' he adds. 'They
look really good and if anyone would
like me to get them for a car, the
price is £10 for 2 stickers, one for
each door. Postage would be about
£2.' Let me (Bob Cossey) know if
you're interested and I'll pass the
message on to Boz.
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Out Of The Blue
Out of the Blue: The Sometimes Scary and Often Funny
World of Flying in the Royal Air Force, as told by Some of
Those Who Were There and Out of the Blue Too: More Scary
and often Funny Tales from the Royal Air Force and Friends,
edited by Ian Cowie, Dim Jones and Chris Long and with
forewords by Cliff Spink, have been very, very successful. All
profits from the sale of the books goes to charity. Now
Volume 3 is in preparation and Dim Jones writes:

After Volume 2 we said ‘Never again!’; so just to prove that our judgement is as dodgy as ever,
here we are about to embark on Book 3. First of all, however, an update on the story so far. The
state of play as I write is that we have handed over close on £40,000 to charity. The beneficiaries of
Volume 2 were the three service charities – the RAF Benevolent Fund, the Army Benevolent Fund
(ABF – The Soldiers’ Charity) and the Royal Navy/Royal Marines Charity (RNRMC), with the
RAFBF as the lead organisation.
The timescale for Volume 3 is fairly relaxed and is based on publication in the latter half of 2017.
We will be compiling and editing during 2016. We already have some stories and will welcome any
that you already have in print or in the back of your mind. Just as importantly, we ask you to spread
the word to any of your acquaintances and organisations (such as squadron and aircraft
associations) with which you might be involved.
All stories should be sent to the editor via the squadron website for forwarding on to Dim Jones.
In anticipation of your valued and continuing support, we look forward to hearing from you. Failing
this, we know where at least some of you live………………
Dim Jones
RAF Manby
Paul Flynn writes:

I am Crew Chief of Jet Provost XS186, which served with the School of Refresher Flying at RAF
Manby, and after retirement and many years of dereliction, has now been fully restored to taxiable
condition. We, the restoration team (which includes several ex RAF personnel) would like to trace
as many ex RAF Manby instructors and/or students as possible, and in particular those who passed
through the School of Refresher Flying between 1964 - 1968. Where a log book record exists
displaying some XS186 interaction, and if circumstances permit, we would look to possibly reacquaint aeroplane and pilot!
If anyone can help Paul go to www.jetprovostxs186restoration.com

Sgt. Frederick Percy Burnard
From time to time I receive information about or photographs of former Tigers that we have not seen before.
Such is the case with Percy Burnard who served with 74 during the Battle of Britain for a short while and who
died in 2007. He was 92. John Breacker recently got in touch to say: 'I am friends with a lady by the name of
Jean Burnard. Her late husband was Flight Sergeant 45461 F P Burnard - Percy as he liked to be called - of 74
and 616 Squadrons. He survived the war retiring as a Squadron Leader in 1947, becoming a teacher in Yorkshire
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before retiring to Laggan, near Aviemore, Scotland. I took it upon myself to try and research Percy's RAF
career and have found few scant details. Can you help at all?'
We know a little of Percy's career. Born in 1915, he
attended Friarhoe Senior Boys School, Scarborough. He
joined the RAF as an aircraft apprentice in January 1930
and passed out in December 1932 as a metal rigger. He
later applied for pilot training and became a pre-war
Sergeant Pilot. He was posted to 616 (South Yorkshire)
Auxiliary Squadron who left their Leconfield base in May
1940 to relieve the Tigers at Rochford and on 3rd July he
shared with Fl.Off Moberley and the famous Fl.Off
`Cocky` Dundas in destroying a Do.17 which was stalking a
convoy off Spurn point. A second enemy aircraft was
damaged. On 27th October 1940 Burnard joined the Tigers
at Biggin Hill and `Cocky` Dundas wrote in his diary:

Four days leave should have begun today but Flight Sergeant
Burnard posted so it was reduced to 48 hours. I am really
sorry to see Burnard go after working with him all through the
summer and getting to know him and like him.
Within four days of his arrival on 74, on 1st November
Burnard was surprised by Bf. 109s over Dover but although
wounded, managed to get his damaged Spitfire (P7501) back
to base.
He was posted to Peter Townsend’s 85 Squadron on 15th
November, was commissioned in March 1941 and after the
war left the RAF in 1947 with the rank of Squadron Leader - a remarkable achievement for a one-time aircraft
apprentice and for someone whom fellow Tiger Bob Spurdle thought to be unsuited for the demanding role of
fighter pilot.
John was able to include this photograph of Percy, the first of him we have in our archive. If anybody reads
this who can tell us anymore about Percy and his career in the RAF in 74 or 616 Squadrons, or has photographs
in which he features, please get in touch via the squadron website so that that information can be passed on to
Jean Burnard. Thank you.

John Garver
Another case of information surfacing which we weren't aware of came thanks to American Ted Harwood
whose grandfather, Rea Hagenbuch, fought with 74 Squadron during World War One. A diary written by a
fellow Tiger has surfaced which mentions Rea and it is this which attracted Ted's attention - and mine - as the
diary was kept by one John Garver. His is a name which we do not have recorded as being a member of the
squadron in 1918 but he unquestionably was. He isn't mentioned in Ira Jones book Tiger Squadron. Nor, come to
that, is Hagenbuch's. The diary extract was published in June 1961 in the Daily Recorder in Dover, Ohio. This is
an edited version of the newspaper article.

John Garver joined the Air Force in September 1917 and received his training at the Ohio State University Ground
School of Aeronautics. He received additional training at Fort Worth, Texas and was then sent to the Central Flying
School at Upavon in England from where he entered combat duty. He received his discharge, in February 1919.
He often talked about a forced landing. 'I was flying back to our base at Clairmarais in France when my plane engine
became disabled and I had to land behind the German lines,' Garver recalled. 'I came down in a field but fortunately
French farmers gave me assistance. Later, after contacting the RAF, they sent crewmen who repaired the ship and I
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was able to fly it back to the base. The experience gave me some frightening minutes but God was with me all the
way.'

74 Squadron SE5As lined up at Clairmarais

The crates they flew [SE5As] had to refuel every two hours and attained a top speed of only 115 miles an hour and
had a ceiling of about 18,000 feet. 'Nowadays our jets can fly around the world by refuelling in the sky while
travelling at 600 mph at an altitude of over 60,000 feet,' he said with a smile. 'Once I was assigned to ferry planes
from Coventry, England, to Orly Air Base in France. The flight took 36 hours. Today it takes a single hour.'
A diary Lt. Garver kept during his war missions vividly recalls his air battle experiences. An entry made on
September 28th 1918, reads as follows:
Well I've done a little for the cause at last and gee but I'm glad. I had heard about shooting up automobiles
and troops along the roads but now I've been doing a bit myself. This afternoon at 1:15, five of us took to
the air with four bombs and guns loaded to the brim. We climbed to 8,000 feet and crossed the lines above
the barrage. Then we dived down to 1,000 feet and looked for something to
shoot up or blow up. I spied six guns drawn by four horses each. Huns were
sitting on the barrels. Heading my machine in the direction they were going
and flying at 500 feet just above them, I pulled the handle four times and
boom, boom, boom, boom, right on them. I did not observe the damage as
Archie got bad and my machine sorta jammed and I was kept busy for a time
throwing my bus about to keep them from downing me.

'Twist' Giles

Joining my flight leader 1 began to look for more victims. Lt. Giles [Twist
Giles] dived on about eight wagons and 1 also dived firing with all my guns.
Down we went firing into them. We came on them, the fire and smoke from
our tracers, going pell mell into the horses and wagons. Huns jumped and
ran and crawled for cover in the ditches by the roadside. We zoomed up
again and I was met with machine gun fire and Archie from the ground, I
didn't have time to observe the effect of my fire but I saw the horses
galloping along with no drivers. My thirst for more went on apace and I
looked for more. On a cross roads directly below me I saw two men on
horseback. To make sure they were Huns I went gliding down on them but
didn't fire. It was too late to shoot when I distinguished them as Huns so I
zoomed up and over getting ready for the fatal dive. When I gained my
position, I saw the horses trotting along the road riderless. The wily Huns
had sought cover and I could not see them. I let the horses go. No shooting
poor dumb animals for me.
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Darting here and there to avoid getting shot down by machine gun and Archie, I missed several good
chances by taking too much time to make sure that they were Huns All at once I saw a motor car which
looked like an Overland packed with men moving on the road below. To make sure they were Jerries I
glided down to 300 feet. They huddled together and looked up at me. I could see their faces and 1 could see
the fear expressed. Turning my machine around to begin the dive, firing about 60 rounds point blank into
them, the car turned into the ditch and the Huns leaped over the side, sprawling into the ditch and on the
road. Zooming up again I again met with terrible fire from the ground. Zunk, one went into my tail. Looking
around I saw a Fokker gliding towards the ground. Instinctively I turned toward him for battle. God was with
me and 1 looked up above me only to see seven Fokker Huns waiting for the prey. I turned west and joined
my patrol which crossed the lines and we soon landed at our aerodrome.
As a result of this, my machine will be in the hospital to undergo treatment for wounds received. Eight
bullets went into the wings, two in the tail and two in the fuselage where the tail fin joins the main spar.
Some day, believe me, and I'm aching for more.
Another entry of Carver's diary is dated October 1st 1918.
Today has been one of extremes for my sorrow and my joy. but sorrow outweighs all, for my best friend,
my pal, my comrade, my dear Shorty (Rea I. Hagenbuch) failed to return from his morning patrol. He went
down on an enemy balloon. I saw him diving on it with his usual daring and I would not want to have him
lost in any other action. But I have not given up hopes because
Captain Roxburgh Smith saw him last, flying west toward our
lines, I pray to God that he will return. Shorty gone, I feel as if I
am alone in the war. We had planned to fight together unto death
for the cause. And I know of no one who can take his place. My
hope is that he will yet return for, without him, life is indeed
barren. We got up together, ate together, walked together and
went to bed together. We were inseparable. I must cry. Tears for
the loved. He was to me what few can ever be. I would have died
for him. If he never returns I will be stricken until the pangs of
sorrow have been done away by struggle through time. I can see
how Tennyson wrote his In Memoriam. [Shorty turned up in
German POW camp.]
This morning, I gained my first aerial victory when I shot down an
enemy in flames. We were flying south of Armentieres when I left
the formation. Diving in circles I neared the prey, a balloon. Just
before the last dive the observers went down in parachutes.
Nearing the balloon, I fired a burst while travelling about 160
mph. Zooming up I was met with flaming onions, machine gun
bullets and Archie. I threw my bus all over the sky, but going west
as fast as 1 could. After landing at my aerodrome the balloon was
reported and confirmed in flames by Captain Roxburgh Smith.
The sign says `74 Squadron RAF

Officers Mess. 'The place was
Clairmarais.

Bobby Laumans - Artist
We have featured our Belgian Tiger, the late Bobby Laumans, several times in Tiger News over the years, the
latest in October 2014. Now thanks to his friend Mehdi Schneyders we can see a different side of Bobby.
After he was shot down, captured and imprisoned in Stalag Luft III by the Germans, Bobby kept a notebook in
which he demonstrated his skill as an artist and caricaturist. This and much more of Bobby's memorabilia was
entrusted to the safe keeping of Mehdi and on page 24 he shares some of the artwork with us. As you can see
they are all dated 1944. Bobby certainly had an eye for the ladies!
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